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Today’s Agenda: Kids Love Nonfiction 

► What is it?

► Definition

► Qualities

► Why use it?

► Motivation

► Reading in the real world

► Building background knowledge and vocabulary

► How to use it?

► Model and practice strategies

► Build it into programming





Nonfiction Is:

Writing about facts or real events. 

(Fiction is something told or written that is not fact, a made-up story)

► Nonfiction narrative: its primary purpose is to tell about an 
event or series of events that have occurred.

► Resource and Reference Books
► Biography and Memoir: contains information about a single 

person’s life
► How-to: it tells how to do something
► Some Comic Books 
► Also, technically, according to libraries, Poetry and Myths, 

Legends, Fairy Tales and Folktales
 

 



What’s in a name?

► Children’s authors and publishers frequently play fast and loose, 
blending fact and fiction to create hybrids. 

► Magic School Bus books

► Joan Sweeney’s books

► Lois Ehlert’s picture books--

There is also a genre of books called historical fiction--imaginary stories 
set it a certain time period in the past.

Don’t forget about magazines, newspapers, and the internet.



How can you tell the difference 
between fiction and nonfiction?



Look for nonfiction on Start With a Book

► Look at the books the Start With a Book website. Some 
are labeled as fiction or nonfiction, some are not. 

► Look for a nonfiction title

► Which books do you like and what don’t you like?

► Think about which book might work well the your kids

► Look for imposters—books that look like nonfiction but 
aren’t



Qualities of good nonfiction

► Engaging

► Accessible and age-appropriate

► Complex

► Accurate

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/kidspost/why-do-polar-bears-look-so-white/2017/12/15/6a8301f4-d5ee-11e7-95bf-df7c19270879_story.html


Favorite Nonfiction Authors and Series

► Steve Jenkins

► Gail Gibbons

► Lois Ehlert

► Seymour Simon

► Nic Bishop

► Magic Treehouse Resource guides

► Let’s Read and Find Out

► DK



Why use nonfiction?
Not just for school success. Kids LOVE it!

► Motivation – some kids prefer it and all kids are curious

► Life skill – informational text is everywhere!

► Building background knowledge and vocabulary – 
informational text builds reading comprehension. 

► Availability -  ½ the library is nonfiction

Reading and Writing Informational Text in the Primary Grades, Nell Duke and Susan 
Bennett-Armistead, Scholastic, 2003, p. 21



Scholastic’s 2019 Kids and Family Reading Report

"It’s good to 
learn about 
different things 
to help you 
understand."
  —11-year-old 
boy 





How do you know 
which topics 
interest your 
kids?

ASK THEM!



Nonfiction 
can help 
kids 
understand 
current 
events and 
encourage 
converstion



Motivation matters
► The more time a kid spends reading, the better reader he 

will be.

► Reading for pleasure is crucial to racking up the hours that 
build fluency and comprehension.

► Nonfiction may be the “the gateway” to getting some kids 
into reading.

► Reading and writing for real purposes engages and 
empowers kids, nonfiction allows kids to explore their 
interests.



Chemistry and staying power?
Look at the books in Start With a Book

► Which ones would be exciting to your students?

► Which ones could you use to build their background 
knowledge and vocabulary on a topic you will be teaching?

► Which ones would be good to use for an authentic purpose 
– a project where students can read, learn and share 
information on a topic with their classmates or a larger 
audience?



How to use nonfiction in Reading Rodeo: 
Modeling

► Show students how to use the structural parts of 
nonfiction - logistics

► Show students how to boost their understanding of 
nonfiction – comprehension

► Show students how to carefully assess nonfiction – 
interpretation



Structure

”It has particular features like headings, indexes, diagrams, charts or tables, photos or 
realistic illustrations and technical vocabulary.”

► Title and subtitle

► Table of contents, chapter titles

► Headings and subheadings

► Definitions

► Index

► Glossary 

► Appendices, side bars, insets and captions



Structure

► Graphics

► Charts and diagrams

► Encouraging visual thinking



Comprehension

► Teaching unfamiliar vocabulary, academic or signal words

► Using background knowledge

► Prediction

► Main and supporting ideas

► Comprehension checks

► Asking questions

► Summarizing



Interpretation

► Questioning the author

► Point of view

► Context

► Relating the test to self, other texts or other knowledge



Vocabulary and Comprehension Graphics and Illustrations Design Features

Teach new words in advance
and

Define words while reading

Use visual thinking:
What do you see in this graphic? What 
makes you see that? What else does it 
show?

Use title and table of contents to get 
kids thinking about the topic and what 
they already know about it

Point out and define
Signal and Academic words

Does this graphic give examples of 
what the words say or does it provide 
extra information?

Point out chapter titles, headings, 
subheadings and definitions

Find the main idea and point it out, 
then find supporting

ideas and point them out

Where can I find the answer to my 
question? 
In the words? In the graphics? In my 
own head? By combining any of these?

Point out sidebars, insets and captions 
and explore the information they 
contain.

Check to see if kids understand
what you are reading

along the way

Question the picture: Does it make 
sense? Is it accurate? Does it support 
the words?

Search for answers to kids questions 
using the index and appendices



How to use nonfiction in Reading Rodeo: 
Integration

► Purposefully make time for it

► Read it aloud

► Make it available for independent reading

► Pair it with fiction

► Have kids use it for authentic purposes - do projects or activities that use it



Pair nonfiction with fiction



Matchmaking

► Look at Start With a Book again, and look at fiction books that you’d like to 
use with your nonfiction book



Reading and writing for a reason

► Create projects that give kids a real reason for reading and writing.

► Treasure Hunts

► Ask an Expert



Nonfiction at Reading Rodeo:
Happily Ever After?

► What it is and isn’t

► What is YOUR definition?

► Did you find some titles and authors you like?

► Why it matters

► Can you give kids good reasons why they should try nonfiction beyond preparing for 
a test?

► How to use it

► Can you show kids how to use informational text?

► Can you integrate it into your programming?


